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Nonstandard Finite Difference Schemes: Methodology And Applications Nov 07 2020 This
second edition of Nonstandard Finite Difference Models of Differential Equations provides an update
on the progress made in both the theory and application of the NSFD methodology during the past
two and a half decades. In addition to discussing details related to the determination of the
denominator functions and the nonlocal discrete representations of functions of dependent variables,
we include many examples illustrating just how this should be done.Of real value to the reader is the
inclusion of a chapter listing many exact difference schemes, and a chapter giving NSFD schemes
from the research literature. The book emphasizes the critical roles played by the 'principle of
dynamic consistency' and the use of sub-equations for the construction of valid NSFD discretizations
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of differential equations.
Introduction to Numerical Analysis Aug 17 2021 The ultimate aim of the field of numerical
analysis is to provide convenient methods for obtaining useful solutions to mathematical problems
and for extracting useful information from available solutions which are not expressed in tractable
forms. This well-known, highly respected volume provides an introduction to the fundamental
processes of numerical analysis, including substantial grounding in the basic operations of
computation, approximation, interpolation, numerical differentiation and integration, and the
numerical solution of equations, as well as in applications to such processes as the smoothing of
data, the numerical summation of series, and the numerical solution of ordinary differential
equations. Chapter headings include: l. Introduction 2. Interpolation with Divided Differences 3.
Lagrangian Methods 4. Finite-Difference Interpolation 5. Operations with Finite Differences 6.
Numerical Solution of Differential Equations 7. Least-Squares Polynomial Approximation In this
revised and updated second edition, Professor Hildebrand (Emeritus, Mathematics, MIT) made a
special effort to include more recent significant developments in the field, increasing the focus on
concepts and procedures associated with computers. This new material includes discussions of
machine errors and recursive calculation, increased emphasis on the midpoint rule and the
consideration of Romberg integration and the classical Filon integration; a modified treatment of
prediction-correction methods and the addition of Hamming's method, and numerous other
important topics. In addition, reference lists have been expanded and updated, and more than 150
new problems have been added. Widely considered the classic book in the field, Hildebrand's
Introduction to Numerical Analysis is aimed at advanced undergraduate and graduate students, or
the general reader in search of a strong, clear introduction to the theory and analysis of numbers.
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Introduction to Chemical Engineering Computing Jun 22 2019 An innovative introduction to
chemical engineering computing As chemical engineering technology advances, so does the
complexity of the problems that arise. The problemsthat chemical engineers and chemical
engineering students face today can no longer be answered with programs written on a case-by-case
basis. Introduction to Chemical Engineering Computing teaches professionalsand students the kinds
of problems they will have to solve, the types of computer programs needed to solve these problems,
and how to ensure that the problems have been solved correctly. Each chapter in Introduction to
Chemical Engineering Computing contains a description of the physicalproblem in general terms
and in a mathematical context, thorough step-by-step instructions, numerous examples,and
comprehensive explanations for each problem and program. This indispensable text features
Excel,MATLAB(r), Aspen PlusTM, and FEMLAB programs and acquaints readers with the
advantages of each. Perfect for students and professionals, Introduction to Chemical Engineering
Computing gives readers the professional tools they need to solve real-world problems involving: *
Equations of state * Vapor-liquid and chemical reaction equilibria * Mass balances with recycle
streams * Mass transfer equipment * Process simulation * Chemical reactors * Transfer processes in
1D * Fluid flow in 2D and 3D * Convective diffusion equations in 2D and 3D
Introduction to Difference Equations Sep 05 2020 Exceptionally clear exposition of an important
mathematical discipline and its applications to sociology, economics, and psychology. Topics include
calculus of finite differences, difference equations, matrix methods, and more. 1958 edition.
Finite Difference Computing with PDEs Jun 26 2022 This book is open access under a CC BY 4.0
license. This easy-to-read book introduces the basics of solving partial differential equations by
means of finite difference methods. Unlike many of the traditional academic works on the topic, this
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book was written for practitioners. Accordingly, it especially addresses: the construction of finite
difference schemes, formulation and implementation of algorithms, verification of implementations,
analyses of physical behavior as implied by the numerical solutions, and how to apply the methods
and software to solve problems in the fields of physics and biology.
Integral and Finite Difference Inequalities and Applications Nov 19 2021 The monograph is
written with a view to provide basic tools for researchers working in Mathematical Analysis and
Applications, concentrating on differential, integral and finite difference equations. It contains many
inequalities which have only recently appeared in the literature and which can be used as powerful
tools and will be a valuable source for a long time to come. It is self-contained and thus should be
useful for those who are interested in learning or applying the inequalities with explicit estimates in
their studies. Contains a variety of inequalities discovered which find numerous applications in
various branches of differential, integral and finite difference equations Valuable reference for
someone requiring results about inequalities for use in some applications in various other branches
of mathematics Highlights pure and applied mathematics and other areas of science and technology
Estimating Horizontal Drain Design by the Finite-element and Finite-difference Methods
Jan 22 2022
Finite Difference Equations Oct 31 2022 Comprehensive study focuses on use of calculus of finite
differences as an approximation method for solving troublesome differential equations. Elementary
difference operations; interpolation and extrapolation; modes of expansion of the solutions of
nonlinear equations, applications of difference equations, difference equations associated with
functions of two variables, more. Exercises with answers. 1961 edition.
Numerical Solution of Differential Equations Sep 17 2021 A practical and concise guide to finite
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difference and finite element methods. Well-tested MATLAB® codes are available online.
Finite Difference Methods in Heat Transfer Aug 29 2022 Finite Difference Methods in Heat
Transfer presents a clear, step-by-step delineation of finite difference methods for solving
engineering problems governed by ordinary and partial differential equations, with emphasis on heat
transfer applications. The finite difference techniques presented apply to the numerical solution of
problems governed by similar differential equations encountered in many other fields. Fundamental
concepts are introduced in an easy-to-follow manner. Representative examples illustrate the
application of a variety of powerful and widely used finite difference techniques. The physical
situations considered include the steady state and transient heat conduction, phase-change involving
melting and solidification, steady and transient forced convection inside ducts, free convection over
a flat plate, hyperbolic heat conduction, nonlinear diffusion, numerical grid generation techniques,
and hybrid numerical-analytic solutions.
Finite Element and Finite Difference Methods in Electromagnetic Scattering Jul 04 2020 This second
volume in the Progress in Electromagnetic Research series examines recent advances in
computational electromagnetics, with emphasis on scattering, as brought about by new formulations
and algorithms which use finite element or finite difference techniques. Containing contributions by
some of the world's leading experts, the papers thoroughly review and analyze this rapidly evolving
area of computational electromagnetics. Covering topics ranging from the new finite-element based
formulation for representing time-harmonic vector fields in 3-D inhomogeneous media using two
coupled scalar potentials, to the consideration of conforming boundary elements and leap-frog timemarching in transient field problems involving corners and wedges in two and three dimensions, the
volume will provide an indispensable reference source for practitioners and students of
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computational electromagnetics.
Finite Difference Methods on Irregular Networks Mar 12 2021 The finite difference and finite
element methods are powerful tools for the approximate solution of differential equations governing
diverse physical phenomena, and there is extensive literature on these discre tization methods. In
the last two decades, some extensions of the finite difference method to irregular networks have
been described and applied to solving boundary value problems in science and engineering. For
instance, "box integration methods" have been widely used in electro nics. There are several papers
on this topic, but a comprehensive study of these methods does not seem to have been attempted.
The purpose of this book is to provide a systematic treatment of a generalized finite difference
method on irregular networks for solving numerically elliptic boundary value problems. Thus,
several disadvan tages of the classical finite difference method can be removed, irregular networks
of triangles known from the finite element method can be applied, and advantageous properties of
the finite difference approxima tions will be obtained. The book is written for advanced
undergraduates and graduates in the area of numerical analysis as well as for mathematically
inclined workers in engineering and science. In preparing the material for this book, the author has
greatly benefited from discussions and collaboration with many colleagues who are concerned with
finite difference or (and) finite element methods.
Finite Difference Methods for Ordinary and Partial Differential Equations Sep 29 2022 This
book introduces finite difference methods for both ordinary differential equations (ODEs) and partial
differential equations (PDEs) and discusses the similarities and differences between algorithm
design and stability analysis for different types of equations. A unified view of stability theory for
ODEs and PDEs is presented, and the interplay between ODE and PDE analysis is stressed. The text
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emphasizes standard classical methods, but several newer approaches also are introduced and are
described in the context of simple motivating examples.
Conservative Finite-Difference Methods on General Grids Dec 21 2021 This new book deals with the
construction of finite-difference (FD) algorithms for three main types of equations: elliptic equations,
heat equations, and gas dynamic equations in Lagrangian form. These methods can be applied to
domains of arbitrary shapes. The construction of FD algorithms for all types of equations is done on
the basis of the support-operators method (SOM). This method constructs the FD analogs of main
invariant differential operators of first order such as the divergence, the gradient, and the curl. This
book is unique because it is the first book not in Russian to present the support-operators ideas.
Conservative Finite-Difference Methods on General Grids is completely self-contained, presenting all
the background material necessary for understanding. The book provides the tools needed by
scientists and engineers to solve a wide range of practical engineering problems. An abundance of
tables and graphs support and explain methods. The book details all algorithms needed for
implementation. A 3.5" IBM compatible computer diskette with the main algorithms in FORTRAN
accompanies text for easy use.
Iterative Methods for Sparse Linear Systems Aug 24 2019 Mathematics of Computing -- General.
Finite Difference Computing with Exponential Decay Models May 26 2022 This text provides a
very simple, initial introduction to the complete scientific computing pipeline: models, discretization,
algorithms, programming, verification, and visualization. The pedagogical strategy is to use one case
study – an ordinary differential equation describing exponential decay processes – to illustrate
fundamental concepts in mathematics and computer science. The book is easy to read and only
requires a command of one-variable calculus and some very basic knowledge about computer
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programming. Contrary to similar texts on numerical methods and programming, this text has a
much stronger focus on implementation and teaches testing and software engineering in particular.
Introduction to Numerical Methods for Water Resources Oct 26 2019 Numerical methods
provide a powerful and essential tool for the solution of problems of water resources. This book
gives an elementary introduction to the methods in current use. Their application to surface and
subsurface flow and to water quality modelling are described in this useful volume, which contains
many helpful references to the literature.
Finite Difference Methods in Financial Engineering Jul 28 2022 The world of quantitative
finance (QF) is one of the fastest growing areas of research and its practical applications to
derivatives pricing problem. Since the discovery of the famous Black-Scholes equation in the 1970's
we have seen a surge in the number of models for a wide range of products such as plain and exotic
options, interest rate derivatives, real options and many others. Gone are the days when it was
possible to price these derivatives analytically. For most problems we must resort to some kind of
approximate method. In this book we employ partial differential equations (PDE) to describe a range
of one-factor and multi-factor derivatives products such as plain European and American options,
multi-asset options, Asian options, interest rate options and real options. PDE techniques allow us to
create a framework for modeling complex and interesting derivatives products. Having defined the
PDE problem we then approximate it using the Finite Difference Method (FDM). This method has
been used for many application areas such as fluid dynamics, heat transfer, semiconductor
simulation and astrophysics, to name just a few. In this book we apply the same techniques to
pricing real-life derivative products. We use both traditional (or well-known) methods as well as a
number of advanced schemes that are making their way into the QF literature: Crank-Nicolson,
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exponentially fitted and higher-order schemes for one-factor and multi-factor options Early exercise
features and approximation using front-fixing, penalty and variational methods Modelling stochastic
volatility models using Splitting methods Critique of ADI and Crank-Nicolson schemes; when they
work and when they don't work Modelling jumps using Partial Integro Differential Equations (PIDE)
Free and moving boundary value problems in QF Included with the book is a CD containing
information on how to set up FDM algorithms, how to map these algorithms to C++ as well as
several working programs for one-factor and two-factor models. We also provide source code so that
you can customize the applications to suit your own needs.
The Finite Difference Time Domain Method for Electromagnetics Dec 29 2019 The Finite-Difference
Time-domain (FDTD) method allows you to compute electromagnetic interaction for complex
problem geometries with ease. The simplicity of the approach coupled with its far-reaching
usefulness, create the powerful, popular method presented in The Finite Difference Time Domain
Method for Electromagnetics. This volume offers timeless applications and formulations you can use
to treat virtually any material type and geometry. The Finite Difference Time Domain Method for
Electromagnetics explores the mathematical foundations of FDTD, including stability, outer
radiation boundary conditions, and different coordinate systems. It covers derivations of FDTD for
use with PEC, metal, lossy dielectrics, gyrotropic materials, and anisotropic materials. A number of
applications are completely worked out with numerous figures to illustrate the results. It also
includes a printed FORTRAN 77 version of the code that implements the technique in three
dimensions for lossy dielectric materials. There are many methods for analyzing electromagnetic
interactions for problem geometries. With The Finite Difference Time Domain Method for
Electromagnetics, you will learn the simplest, most useful of these methods, from the basics through
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to the practical applications.
The Mimetic Finite Difference Method for Elliptic Problems Jan 28 2020 This book describes
the theoretical and computational aspects of the mimetic finite difference method for a wide class of
multidimensional elliptic problems, which includes diffusion, advection-diffusion, Stokes, elasticity,
magnetostatics and plate bending problems. The modern mimetic discretization technology
developed in part by the Authors allows one to solve these equations on unstructured polygonal,
polyhedral and generalized polyhedral meshes. The book provides a practical guide for those
scientists and engineers that are interested in the computational properties of the mimetic finite
difference method such as the accuracy, stability, robustness, and efficiency. Many examples are
provided to help the reader to understand and implement this method. This monograph also
provides the essential background material and describes basic mathematical tools required to
develop further the mimetic discretization technology and to extend it to various applications.
Introductory Finite Difference Methods for PDEs Feb 20 2022
Nonlinear Analysis in Chemical Engineering May 02 2020
Finite Difference Methods in Heat Transfer Oct 19 2021 Finite Difference Methods in Heat
Transfer, Second Edition focuses on finite difference methods and their application to the solution of
heat transfer problems. Such methods are based on the discretization of governing equations, initial
and boundary conditions, which then replace a continuous partial differential problem by a system of
algebraic equations. Finite difference methods are a versatile tool for scientists and for engineers.
This updated book serves university students taking graduate-level coursework in heat transfer, as
well as being an important reference for researchers and engineering. Features Provides a selfcontained approach in finite difference methods for students and professionals Covers the use of
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finite difference methods in convective, conductive, and radiative heat transfer Presents numerical
solution techniques to elliptic, parabolic, and hyperbolic problems Includes hybrid
analytical–numerical approaches
Finite Difference Schemes and Partial Differential Equations Feb 08 2021 A unified and accessible
introduction to the basic theory of finite difference schemes.
Introduction to Groundwater Modeling Mar 31 2020 The dramatic advances in the efficiency of
digital computers during the past decade have provided hydrologists with a powerful tool for
numerical modeling of groundwater systems. Introduction to Groundwater Modeling presents a
broad, comprehensive overview of the fundamental concepts and applications of computerized
groundwater modeling. The book covers both finite difference and finite element methods and
includes practical sample programs that demonstrate theoretical points described in the text. Each
chapter is followed by problems, notes, and references to additional information. This volume will be
indispensable to students in introductory groundwater modeling courses as well as to groundwater
professionals wishing to gain a complete introduction to this vital subject. Key Features * Systematic
exposition of the basic ideas and results of Hilbert space theory and functional analysis * Great
variety of applications that are not available in comparable books * Different approach to the
Lebesgue integral, which makes the theory easier, more intuitive, and more accessible to
undergraduate students
Advances in the Applications of Nonstandard Finite Difference Schemes Apr 12 2021 This
volume provides a concise introduction to the methodology of nonstandard finite difference (NSFD)
schemes construction and shows how they can be applied to the numerical integration of differential
equations occurring in the natural, biomedical, and engineering sciences. These methods had their
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genesis in the work of Mickens in the 1990's and are now beginning to be widely studied and applied
by other researchers. The importance of the book derives from its clear and direct explanation of
NSFD in the introductory chapter along with a broad discussion of the future directions needed to
advance the topic. Contents:Nonstandard Finite Difference Methods (R E Mickens)Application of
Nonstandard Finite Difference Schemes to the Simulation Studies of Robotic Systems (R F AboShanab et al.)Applications of Mickens Finite Differences to Several Related Boundary Value
Problems (R Buckmire)High Accuracy Nonstandard Finite-Difference Time-Domain Algorithms for
Computational Electromagnetics: Applications to Optics and Photonics (J B Cole)Nonstandard Finite
Difference Schemes for Solving Nonlinear Micro Heat Transport Equations in Double-Layered Metal
Thin Films Exposed to Ultrashort Pulsed Lasers (W Dai)Reliable Finite Difference Schemes with
Applications in Mathematical Ecology (D T Dimitrov et al.)Applications of the Nonstandard Finite
Difference Method in Non-Smooth Mechanics (Y Dumont)Finite Difference Schemes on Unbounded
Domains (M Ehrhardt)Asymptotically Consistent Nonstandard Finite-Difference Methods for Solving
Mathematical Models Arising in Population Biology (A B Gumel et al.)Nonstandard Finite Difference
Methods and Biological Models (S R-J Jang)Robust Discretizations versus Increase of the Time Step
for Chaotic Systems (C Letellier & E M A M Mendes)Contributions to the Theory of Nonstandard
Finite-Difference Methods and Applications to Singular Perturbation Problems (J M-S Lubuma & K C
Patidar)Frequency Accurate Finite Difference Methods (A L Perkins et al.)Nonstandard
Discretization Methods on Lotka-Volterra Differential Equations (L-I W Roeger) Readership: Applied
mathematicians, and researchers in numerical & computational mathematics and analysis &
differential equations. Usable as a secondary text to a standard undergraduate or graduate course
on numerical methods for differential equations. Keywords:Numerical Integration Methods;Finite
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Differences;Nonstandard Finite Difference Schemes;Differential Equations;Discrete
Models;Numerical and Computational MathematicsKey Features:A collection of papers from
renowned experts in their respective fieldsProvides the most recent work on the application of NSFD
schemes and some of the mathematical analysis related to these schemes
Computational Nanotechnology Using Finite Difference Time Domain Jan 10 2021 The Finite
Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method is an essential tool in modeling inhomogeneous,
anisotropic, and dispersive media with random, multilayered, and periodic fundamental (or device)
nanostructures due to its features of extreme flexibility and easy implementation. It has led to many
new discoveries concerning guided modes in nanoplasmonic waveguides and continues to attract
attention from researchers across the globe. Written in a manner that is easily digestible to
beginners and useful to seasoned professionals, Computational Nanotechnology Using Finite
Difference Time Domain describes the key concepts of the computational FDTD method used in
nanotechnology. The book discusses the newest and most popular computational nanotechnologies
using the FDTD method, considering their primary benefits. It also predicts future applications of
nanotechnology in technical industry by examining the results of interdisciplinary research
conducted by world-renowned experts. Complete with case studies, examples, supportive
appendices, and FDTD codes accessible via a companion website, Computational Nanotechnology
Using Finite Difference Time Domain not only delivers a practical introduction to the use of FDTD in
nanotechnology but also serves as a valuable reference for academia and professionals working in
the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medicine, material science, quantum science, electrical and
electronic engineering, electromagnetics, photonics, optical science, computer science, mechanical
engineering, chemical engineering, and aerospace engineering.
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Numerical Partial Differential Equations: Finite Difference Methods Jul 16 2021 What makes
this book stand out from the competition is that it is more computational. Once done with both
volumes, readers will have the tools to attack a wider variety of problems than those worked out in
the competitors' books. The author stresses the use of technology throughout the text, allowing
students to utilize it as much as possible.
A Treatise on the Calculus of Finite Differences Jun 14 2021 Written by the founder of symbolic
logic (and Boolean algebra), this classic treatise on the calculus of finite differences offers a
thorough discussion of the basic principles of the subject, covering nearly all the major theorems
and methods with clarity and rigor. Includes more than 200 problems. 1872 edition.
Fundamentals of Engineering Numerical Analysis Feb 29 2020 Since the original publication of
this book, available computer power has increased greatly. Today, scientific computing is playing an
ever more prominent role as a tool in scientific discovery and engineering analysis. In this second
edition, the key addition is an introduction to the finite element method. This is a widely used
technique for solving partial differential equations (PDEs) in complex domains. This text introduces
numerical methods and shows how to develop, analyse, and use them. Complete MATLAB programs
for all the worked examples are now available at www.cambridge.org/Moin, and more than 30
exercises have been added. This thorough and practical book is intended as a first course in
numerical analysis, primarily for new graduate students in engineering and physical science. Along
with mastering the fundamentals of numerical methods, students will learn to write their own
computer programs using standard numerical methods.
Numerical Solution of Partial Differential Equations by the Finite Element Method Nov 27 2019 An
accessible introduction to the finite element method for solving numeric problems, this volume
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offers the keys to an important technique in computational mathematics. Suitable for advanced
undergraduate and graduate courses, it outlines clear connections with applications and considers
numerous examples from a variety of science- and engineering-related specialties.This text
encompasses all varieties of the basic linear partial differential equations, including elliptic,
parabolic and hyperbolic problems, as well as stationary and time-dependent problems. Additional
topics include finite element methods for integral equations, an introduction to nonlinear problems,
and considerations of unique developments of finite element techniques related to parabolic
problems, including methods for automatic time step control. The relevant mathematics are
expressed in non-technical terms whenever possible, in the interests of keeping the treatment
accessible to a majority of students.
Calculus of Finite Difference & Numerical Analysis Mar 24 2022
Finite Difference Methods. Theory and Applications Aug 05 2020 This book constitutes the refereed
conference proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Finite Difference Methods, FDM
2018, held in Lozenetz, Bulgaria, in June 2018.The 69 revised full papers presented together with 11
invited papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 94 submissions. They deal with many
modern and new numerical techniques like splitting techniques, Green’s function method, multigrid
methods, and immersed interface method.
The Finite Difference Method in Partial Differential Equations Jun 02 2020 Extensively
revised edition of Computational Methods in Partial Differential Equations. A more general approach
has been adopted for the splitting of operators for parabolic and hyperbolic equations to include
Richtmyer and Strang type splittings in addition to alternating direction implicit and locally one
dimensional methods. A description of the now standard factorization and SOR/ADI iterative
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techniques for solving elliptic difference equations has been supplemented with an account or
preconditioned conjugate gradient methods which are currently gaining in popularity. Prominence is
also given to the Galerkin method using different test and trial functions as a means of constructing
difference approximations to both elliptic and time dependent problems. The applications of finite
difference methods have been revised and contain examples involving the treatment of singularities
in elliptic equations, free and moving boundary problems, as well as modern developments in
computational fluid dynamics. Emphasis throughout is on clear exposition of the construction and
solution of difference equations. Material is reinforced with theoretical results when appropriate.
Finite-Difference Techniques for Vectorized Fluid Dynamics Calculations Jul 24 2019 This book
describes several finite-difference techniques developed recently for the numerical solution of fluid
equations. Both convective (hyperbolic) equations and elliptic equations (of Poisson's type) are
discussed. The em phasis is on methods developed and in use at the Naval Research Laboratory,
although brief descriptions of competitive and kindred techniques are included as background
material. This book is intended for specialists in computational fluid dynamics and related subjects.
It includes examples, applications and source listings of program modules in Fortran embodying the
methods. Contents Introduction 1 (D. L. Book) 2 Computational Techniques for Solution of
Convective Equations 5 (D. L. Book and J. P. Boris) 2. 1 Importance of Convective Equations 5 2. 2
Requirements for Convective Equation Algorithms 7 2. 3 Quasiparticle Methods 10 2. 4
Characteristic Methods 13 2. 5 Finite-Difference Methods 15 2. 6 Finite-Element Methods 20 2. 7
Spectral Methods 23 3 Flux-Corrected Transport 29 (D. L. Book, J. P. Boris, and S. T. Zalesak) 3. 1
Improvements in Eulerian Finite-Difference Algorithms 29 3. 2 ETBFCT: A Fully Vectorized FCT
Module 33 3. 3 Multidimensional FCT 41 4 Efficient Time Integration Schemes for Atmosphere and
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Ocean Models 56 (R. V. Madala) 4. 1 Introduction 56 4. 2 Time Integration Schemes for Barotropic
Models 58 4. 3 Time Integration Schemes for Baroclinic Models 63 4. 4 Extension to Ocean Models
70 David L. Book, Jay P. Boris, and Martin J. Fritts are from the Laboratory for Computational
Physics, Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D. C.
Introduction to the Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) Method for Electromagnetics Apr 24 2022
Introduction to the Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) Method for Electromagnetics provides a
comprehensive tutorial of the most widely used method for solving Maxwell's equations -- the Finite
Difference Time-Domain Method. This book is an essential guide for students, researchers, and
professional engineers who want to gain a fundamental knowledge of the FDTD method. It can
accompany an undergraduate or entry-level graduate course or be used for self-study. The book
provides all the background required to either research or apply the FDTD method for the solution
of Maxwell's equations to practical problems in engineering and science. Introduction to the FiniteDifference Time-Domain (FDTD) Method for Electromagnetics guides the reader through the
foundational theory of the FDTD method starting with the one-dimensional transmission-line
problem and then progressing to the solution of Maxwell's equations in three dimensions. It also
provides step by step guides to modeling physical sources, lumped-circuit components, absorbing
boundary conditions, perfectly matched layer absorbers, and sub-cell structures. Post processing
methods such as network parameter extraction and far-field transformations are also detailed.
Efficient implementations of the FDTD method in a high level language are also provided. Table of
Contents: Introduction / 1D FDTD Modeling of the Transmission Line Equations / Yee Algorithm for
Maxwell's Equations / Source Excitations / Absorbing Boundary Conditions / The Perfectly Matched
Layer (PML) Absorbing Medium / Subcell Modeling / Post Processing
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Nonstandard Finite Difference Models of Differential Equations Dec 09 2020 This book provides a
clear summary of the work of the author on the construction of nonstandard finite difference
schemes for the numerical integration of differential equations. The major thrust of the book is to
show that discrete models of differential equations exist such that the elementary types of numerical
instabilities do not occur. A consequence of this result is that in general bigger step-sizes can often
be used in actual calculations and/or finite difference schemes can be constructed that are
conditionally stable in many instances whereas in using standard techniques no such schemes exist.
The theoretical basis of this work is centered on the concepts of ?exact? and ?best? finite difference
schemes. In addition, a set of rules is given for the discrete modeling of derivatives and nonlinear
expressions that occur in differential equations. These rules often lead to a unique nonstandard
finite difference model for a given differential equation.
On the definition of surface potentials for finitedifference operators Sep 25 2019
Analysis of Finite Difference Schemes Oct 07 2020 This book develops a systematic and rigorous
mathematical theory of finite difference methods for linear elliptic, parabolic and hyperbolic partial
differential equations with nonsmooth solutions. Finite difference methods are a classical class of
techniques for the numerical approximation of partial differential equations. Traditionally, their
convergence analysis presupposes the smoothness of the coefficients, source terms, initial and
boundary data, and of the associated solution to the differential equation. This then enables the
application of elementary analytical tools to explore their stability and accuracy. The assumptions on
the smoothness of the data and of the associated analytical solution are however frequently
unrealistic. There is a wealth of boundary – and initial – value problems, arising from various
applications in physics and engineering, where the data and the corresponding solution exhibit lack
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of regularity. In such instances classical techniques for the error analysis of finite difference
schemes break down. The objective of this book is to develop the mathematical theory of finite
difference schemes for linear partial differential equations with nonsmooth solutions. Analysis of
Finite Difference Schemes is aimed at researchers and graduate students interested in the
mathematical theory of numerical methods for the approximate solution of partial differential
equations.
Finite Difference Schemes and Partial Differential Equations May 14 2021
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